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Business Goals
 § Empower front-line employees to be more  

productive while reducing operating expenses
 § Automate and improve customer service delivery 

to increase customer satisfaction
 § Deploy a state of the art mobile field service 

solution to differentiate the company in a highly 
competitive market

Xerox is the world’s leading 
enterprise for business process 
and document management. 
Xerox employs more than 140,000 
people serving clients in 160 
countries to generate over $22 
billion in annual revenue.

DELIVERING WORLD CLASS
CUSTOMER SERVICE

“
 

The technicians in the field, they’re the ones that have 

the knowledge and experience – and we’re simply 

using mobility to capture that knowledge, and move 

it into our frontend knowledgebase in an effort to 

increase its effectiveness.”Gregg Bullen 
Program Manager, Xerox Corporation

Pega Mobility  
Supports:
 ® 5,500+ field technicians

 ® 3 generations of  
smartphones across all 
major carriers

 ® Real-time mobile data  
capture and reporting 

Results
 § Service call close rate increased and  

time-to-close decreased
 § Better information for real time decisions.
 § Future proof technology without re-tooling

A PEGA CUSTOMER SERVICE CASE STUDY

http://www.pega.com
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ABOUT 
PEGASYSTEMS 
 
Pegasystems develops strategic 
applications for sales, marketing, 
service and operations. Pega’s 
applications streamline critical 
business operations, connect 
enterprises to their customers 
seamlessly in real-time across 
channels, and adapt to meet rapidly 
changing requirements. Pega’s 
Global 500 customers include 
the world’s largest and most 
sophisticated enterprises. Pega’s 
applications, available in the cloud 
or on-premises, are built on its 
unified Pega 7 platform, which uses 
visual tools to easily extend and 
change applications to meet clients’ 
strategic business needs. Pega’s 
clients report that Pega gives them 
the fastest time to value, extremely 
rapid deployment, efficient re-use 
and global scale. 

Vision: Simplify and Streamline with 
a State-of-the-Art Mobility Platform
The goal of Xerox’s CRM project was to simplify and 
streamline the processes for field employees – service 
technicians, managers, account associates and professional 
services. They also aimed to provide highly automated and 
consistent service delivery to improve customer satisfaction 
during critical systemdown situations.

With mobile and wireless technology evolving at rapid pace, 
Xerox realized it had to think bigger than a one-off point 
solution for mobility. When the project began to replace and 
upgrade its legacy mainframe CRM system, IT seized the 
opportunity to deploy not only a next-generation wireless 
field service solution, but a mobility platform that would 
enable Xerox to design, build, deploy and manage state-of-
the-art mobile solutions for years to come.

Execution: Creating Internal 
Champions for Successful 
Widespread Adoption
Xerox selected Pega Mobility as their platform for mobile 
app deployment. The primary function was to allow CSE’s 
to dispatch and close service calls, locate parts, research 
machine history and update their status.

The deployment began with group of early adopters or 
“champions.” “This really accelerated the launch and created a 
sense of pride and ownership in these folks,” says Bullen. The 
champions brought their knowledge and enthusiasm back to 
their districts and spread it to other users. Bullen reports that 

the company took the technicians’ responses to the solution 
very seriously. He says. “We had this huge team out there 
that was really invested in the success of the program. And 
that was critical...because when it came time to do a national 
launch, the product had already sold itself.” This approach 
was quite possibly the most important key to the application’s 
initial traction in the CSE user community and its continued 
widespread adoption.

Outcome: Improved Efficiency, 
Strategic Leverage and Happier 
Customers
To date, Xerox has deployed Mobility Service to 5,500 CSEs 
nationwide on three generations of smartphones across the 
AT&T, Verizon and Sprint wireless networks.

According to Bullen, the IT stakeholders in Xerox’s Information 
Management (XIM) and Enterprise Service and Support teams 
understand the difference between simply mobilizing tasks 
versus having a platform for greater strategic leverage. As 
the group responsible for managing wireless technologies 
throughout Xerox, it appreciates the role a mobile platform 
plays in enabling greater agility, flexibility and control 
throughout the enterprise.

“With Pega, we are taking our field service application to the 
next level by providing a fuller, richer user interface with 
additional functionality,” says Bullen. “But just as important, 
we are now positioned to capitalize on future technology 
innovations and devices coming down the pipe without 
having to re-tool. The infrastructure is already in place.”
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